There is just so much about it.

A name is NOT the "same as" the man or the thing it labels.

Think about it. You "accept" the idea that your name is yours, like a bicycle or a chest of drawers--- but is it?

What if your name is John Robert Brown. Is it possible and even likely that there are numerous John Robert Browns in the world?

What if your name is The United States of America? It is just a name, folks. Like John Robert Brown.

So now you've got a bunch of whack jobs claiming to be "The United States of America"---- their version of "The United States of America" anyway.

"The United States of America" was the name of an association of states a long time ago. It was created by a charter called The Articles of Confederation. A charter is a contractual agreement.

This particular contract was destroyed when the Southern states left the Union created by that agreement. Why?

Because a contract has to be consensual and it cannot be maintained by force.

This is one of the most fundamental of all laws--- The Law of Free Will.

The Union States attempted to force the Southern states to return by military victory, but the original Southern states never agreed, never succumbed.

There is no peace treaty in existence ending the American Civil War.

I have looked long and hard and so have many, many others. All of you are welcome to look for yourselves.

The North claimed victory. "Peace" was declared--- by President Johnson, at least for the land jurisdiction. But there is no Peace Treaty. Not then. Not now. There is no
return on record of the original states ever mending the breach that happened in 1860.

Instead, the bankruptcy trustees in charge of the Union states made up new "states" and pretended that all was well. They created "states of states" corporations named after the original states and drummed up a new corporate constitution and except for the insiders nobody was the wiser.

That same jury-rigged system of using corporations to "represent" our lawful government--- but not be our lawful government-- has carried on to this day.

It was to their financial advantage to do this in 1865 and the perps gain from continuing this practice, but the truth will out.

"The United States of America" fronted in 1868 wasn't our lawful government then at the end of the hostilities and isn't now.

And you don't need to take my word for it. Look for any Peace Treaty ending the American Civil War. Send me a copy when you find such a unicorn, for I am prepared to declare that it does not exist.

Show me any part of Law that condones non-consensual contracts. Or for that matter, assures any contract in perpetuity?

Write to the Congressional Research Service and ask--- "Have the Reconstruction Acts ever been repealed? Are they still in effect?"

Do your own due diligence and see what you shall see all by yourselves. No need to fight over who or what or where I am or anything at all about all the labels certain self-interested groups have tried to use on me. Just look these things up for yourselves and let your own research inform you.
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